Pin1-based diagnostic and therapeutic strategies for breast cancer.
Pin1 is the only known cis-to-trans isomerase that recognizes the phosphorylated pThr/pSer-Pro motifs in many signaling molecules, playing unique roles in the pathogenesis of breast cancer. First, Pin1 is prevalently over-expressed in kinds of breast cancer cell lines and tissues, such as MDA-MB-231 cell, MCF-7 cell, Her2+, ERα+, and basal-like breast cancer subtypes. Second, Pin1 amplifies many oncogenic signaling pathways, inhibits multiple tumor suppressors, promotes the angiogenesis and metastasis of breast cancer cells, and enhances the resistance of breast cancer cells to anti-tumor medicines. Third, inhibiting Pin1 blocks most of these detrimental effects in a great number of breast cancer cell lines. These findings suggest Pin1 as a promising diagnostic biomarker as well as an efficient therapeutic target for breast cancer. It is strongly expected that a Pin1-positive subtype of breast cancers should be extremely concerned and that the therapeutic efficacy of Pin1 inhibitors on breast cancer patients should be evaluated as soon as possible. Nonetheless, Pin1-based therapeutic strategies for breast cancer still deserve some debates. Hence, we give the predictions of several important issues, such as application precondition, side effects, and personalized medication, when Pin1 inhibitors are used in the breast cancer therapy. These proposals are meaningful for the further development of Pin1-based diagnostic and therapeutic strategies in order to conquer breast cancer.